DANGER: EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE. CONTENTS UNDER PRESSURE. VAPOR MAY CAUSE FLAME FIRE. IRRENT. Carefully Read Cautions on Rear Panel.

DANGER: EXTRÊMEMENT INFLAMMABLE, CONTENU SOUS PRESSION. LES VAPEURS PEUVENT CAUSER DES FEUX ECLATANTS. LIRE ATTENTIVEMENT LES CONSIGNES DE SÉCURITÉ DE LA VACE ET DU COQUIL DE LA PISTOLE.

PELIGRO: EXTREMEMENT INFLAMABLE, CONTENIDO BAJO PRESIÓN. EL VAPOR PUEDE OCASIONAR UN FOGONAZO. LEE ATENTAMENTE LAS ADVERTENCIAS EN EL PANEL POSTERIOR.

DIY BLACK WATERFALL FOAM MOUSSE NOIR POUR CHUTES D’EAU À APPLIQUER SOI-MÊME

ESPUMA NEGRA PARA FORMAR CASCADAS SIN PISTOLA

MODEL | MODÈLE | MODELO

LF110C | Safe | sans danger pour les poissons | Producto seguro para peces

DIRECTIONS:
This product is extremely flammable during dispensing. Read dangers and caution carefully.

- Wear protective glasses or goggles, rubber gloves and clothing that protects against dermal exposure. Use only in well ventilated area.
- In case of contact with eyes, wash immediately with plenty of water.
- In case of skin contact, wash immediately with plenty of soap and water.
- In case of ingestion, induce vomiting immediately. Do not induce vomiting if there is risk of aspiration.
- Keep from contact with skin, eyes and mucous membranes.
- Do not store or use near an open flame or a heat source.
- Do not use in the presence of oxygen.
- Do not store near heated surfaces.
- Avoid direct exposure to sunlight.

YIELDS:
- 1/4" (6.3 mm) BEAD = 1996 ft (600 m)
- 1/2" (12.7 mm) BEAD = 867 ft (260 m)
- 1/2" (12.7 mm) BEAD = 499 ft (152 m)

DIY BLACK WATERFALL FOAM is a moisture cured polyurethane foam. It is a reaction catalyzed by humidity to provide expanded, joint and sealants. The cure takes place in 15 minutes to 1 hour. It forms a strong bond with walls and surfaces.

DIY BLACK WATERFALL FOAM IS A ONE-PART COMPOUND, EASY TO USE AND DRY SOFT WATER. THIS MATERIAL HAS LAMINATES AND RUBBER COMPOUNDS. ITS PERFORMANCE IS EXCELLENT IN THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:

- Polyurethane foam
- Tiling
- Ceramic tile
- Sintered tiles
- Insulation
- Grouting
- Caulking
- Grout
- Mastic
- Frame
- Glass
- Concrete
- Wood
- Metal
- Vinyl
- Aluminum
- Sheet metal
- Plumbing
- Commercial use
- Residential use
- Industrial use

DIY BLACK WATERFALL FOAM is a one-part compound, easy to use and dry soft water. This material has laminates and rubber compounds. Its performance is excellent in the following conditions:

- Polyurethane foam
- Tiling
- Ceramic tile
- Sintered tiles
- Insulation
- Grouting
- Caulking
- Grout
- Mastic
- Frame
- Glass
- Concrete
- Wood
- Metal
- Vinyl
- Aluminum
- Sheet metal
- Plumbing
- Commercial use
- Residential use
- Industrial use

DIY BLACK WATERFALL FOAM is a one-part compound, easy to use and dry soft water. This material has laminates and rubber compounds. Its performance is excellent in the following conditions:

- Polyurethane foam
- Tiling
- Ceramic tile
- Sintered tiles
- Insulation
- Grouting
- Caulking
- Grout
- Mastic
- Frame
- Glass
- Concrete
- Wood
- Metal
- Vinyl
- Aluminum
- Sheet metal
- Plumbing
- Commercial use
- Residential use
- Industrial use